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Abstract: Influential stakeholders have highlighted many constraints inherent in conventional scientific forest management plans for community forestry (CF) and presented simpler alternatives. Nevertheless, some developing countries continue to use rigid, complex and high-cost plans and regulations. This article considers two issues: (1) why heavily-regulated or rigid CF systems were originally introduced and why they continue to be used in developing countries despite critiques and counterproposals; and (2) under what circumstances will such CF systems face an impasse, and what can be done to resolve the situation. Using Cambodia as a case study, we examine the development of a rigid CF system, review negative factors influencing the upland forested area, clarify the unfavorable situations arising from these factors and discuss likely problems associated with the CF management system. International organizations played a key role in the introduction and maintenance of rigid, complex and high-cost CF systems in Cambodia. Conflicts and crises arise when the administration prosecutes local farmers for illegal cultivation or deprives communities of CF
management rights because of the expansion of commercial crop cultivation and the lack of adequate community management in response to unprecedented changes. A likely practical solution to the probable impasse is the development and funding of a functional network of CF management committees, rather than the adoption of an entirely new, alternative system.
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1. **Introduction**

   In 2004, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) issued a working paper regarding participatory forestry in developing countries [1]. It pointed out many constraints that are imposed when scientific conventional forest management plans are utilized for participatory forestry, such as community forestry (CF; also refer to the abbreviation list on the final page), and then presented guiding principles to be used when constructing a simpler forest management plan, together with selected examples [1]. Although the FAO has been the most influential organization in the forestry sectors of developing countries, other more complex CF plans and regulations have been used in many developing countries even after the publication of the working paper [2–8]. Consequently, some stakeholder organizations, including the FAO, and their CF experts have recently criticized the rigid, complex and high-cost CF systems [3–8]. Moreover, alternative management approaches have been developed, e.g., “minimum standards” and the “simple management plan”, as proposed by the FAO a decade ago [5,7–9].

   The context in which FAO officials recommended a simpler plan for participatory forestry was intended partly to achieve long-term sustainability rather than near-term outcomes. The officials believed that internal learning, debates and negotiation in each community were crucial for establishing a strong collective forest management institution and that the plan preparation process should be used as a catalyst for such capacity building [1]. For the capacity building of communities, they considered that simple and flexible plans were better suited than the more rigid and complex alternatives. In contrast, more recent critiques are based on the opposite assumptions. For example, Fisher was concerned that the CF management systems, in which bureaucratic organizations hold discretionary powers through heavily detailed regulations, disempower local people from forest resource management and consequently lead to an increase in the absolute poverty of people [8].

   An extensive meta-study at the pantropical scale [10], as well as other studies [11], has reported that CF management has had a deterrent effect on deforestation in general, despite a methodological critique of the meta-study [12]. However, because the meta-study gave little consideration to how the CF sites have been and will be managed, it is difficult to identify which types of CF management (e.g., simple or complex) most effectively discourage undesired deforestation. In addition, if some management systems, e.g., those in which bureaucratic organizations hold discretionary powers through heavily-detailed regulations, do actually disempower local people and lead to an increase in their poverty as a consequence of strengthening central bureaucratic powers, as Fisher fears [8], the CF systems would significantly contradict the basic values that modern CF management should support (see [13]),
particularly the empowerment of forest users and poverty alleviation, even if such systems help to improve forest conditions.

This article considers two issues that evolve from these concerns related to particular CF systems. The first is why and how the rigid or heavily-regulated CF systems were introduced and have been operated in some developing countries even after having received critiques and counterproposals from influential stakeholders. The other is under what actual circumstances such CF systems will face an impasse and then what can be done to address the situation. To answer these questions, the process of developing such CF systems, some current negative factors influencing the surrounding forested area, and two unfavorable situations arising from the negative factors were investigated using a region of Cambodia as a case study. Furthermore, we discuss the likely problems associated with the CF management systems and practical solutions for these problems.

With respect to the introduction and enforcement of rigid CF systems, some studies have suggested that the influence of bureaucratic thinking or behavior has played a key role [3,4,6]. However, few studies have noted the implicit factors that make the application of bureaucracy to a CF system possible in developing countries, as well as the specific process itself, although an exceptional policy brief has hinted at the structural aspects embedded within international assistance aid, such as the “aid dilemma” [14]. This article considers these factors, including the support framework for the introduction and enforcement of a rigid CF system, by focusing on the process. To resolve the impasse in establishing CF systems, this article considers practical measures for developing CF management under the current system, i.e., practices that differ from those (such as “minimum standard” and “simple management plan”) proposed by some experts.

After a brief examination of the characteristics of the research site and methodology, we first survey the current Cambodian CF management system. Next, the prehistory and de facto processes for the enforcement of such a CF system are clarified, with a focus on a district within a province. Then, we examine the unstable land use situation that many CF sites and their surroundings in Cambodian upland areas currently exist under, as well as the concern for future CF development, using the same district as a case study. Finally, two questions regarding CF development are raised and answered. In the discussion, we consider the CF system in other countries where that system is at a more developmental stage than in Cambodia, as well as information from the Cambodian National Forest Program, to evaluate the evolution and future of the Cambodian CF system.

2. Research Site and Methods

This study focused on the CF system in Cambodia. For the field survey, Sandan (SD) District in Kampong Thom (KT) Province was selected (Figure 1), because the current CF system has been described as rigid, complex and expensive [2,15–17]; the district, particularly its upland area, includes CF sites that are larger and greater in number than in other districts in Cambodia, and the upland area of the district currently faces problems similar to those found in other upland areas across the country, i.e., rapid increases in population and huge expansions in commercial crop cultivation.
Figure 1. Location of Kampong Thom (KT) Province and Sandan (SD) District in Cambodia.

For this study, we conducted four types of research: document collection and review; satellite image interpretation; field observations; and interviews with stakeholders. Based on the results, we analyzed various factors. In particular, the likely problems associated with the CF management system, and practical solutions to these problems were considered by interlinking the multiple confirmed factors and our analyses.

The document collection and review targeted not only forest management systems, but also rural land use in Cambodia in general. The satellite imagery was used for interpreting changes in land cover using Landsat imagery taken in January 2009 and in January 2014, focusing on the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). Field observations and interviews were conducted mainly during 2013–2014. These involved a survey of 18 CF sites and their surroundings within the district by car, motorbike and on foot, as well as interviews conducted with stakeholders, such as village leaders, leaders and members of CF management committees, the staff of local and international non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and local forestry and other administration officials. In the interviews, particularly those with villagers, enquiries were made into the development histories of land use and livelihood activities, as well as those of natural resource management strategies, including CF.

3. Overview of the Current Cambodian Community Forestry System

3.1. Regulatory Components and Content

The current Cambodian CF system consists mainly of three pieces of legislation: the Forestry Law of 2002, the Sub-decree on CF management of 2003 and the Guideline on CF of 2006 (2006 CF Guideline) [18]. Although the first Forestry Law of 2002, unlike the other two pieces of legislation, was not specifically for CF, it directly or indirectly controlled the structure and content of the other two pieces of legislation by establishing their requisite constitutions and guaranteeing that the initiatives would be managed by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (specifically, the Forestry Administration) [19].

The Forestry Law of 2002 outlines the general rules and regulations related to the administration and management of “the Permanent Forest Estate” within Cambodia and defines the basic structures, functions and responsibilities of the Forestry Administration [19]. It sets out the rules and regulations regarding logging concession management, forest crimes, wildlife management, traditional user rights
and CF [20]. For traditional user rights, the law targets local communities living within or near the Permanent Forest Estate, assuring their subsistence consumption of forest products and by-products, without a requirement to obtain permission [19]. With respect to CF that enables utilization for commercial purposes in a particular demarcated site along with subsistence, the law targets the same communities, endorsing their rights to establish and manage sites under certain conditions [19]. The conditions mainly comprise the conclusion of a CF agreement with the local Forestry Administration; the preparation of a CF management plan that conforms to official guidelines (originally published in mid-2006); the approval of the CF management plan by the central Forestry Administration; and the abidance of both the CF agreement and CF management plan. In addition, the Forestry Law of 2002 requires the implementation of an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment for any activity that may have an adverse impact on society and the environment [19].

The sub-decree on CF management of 2003, which was derived from the Forestry Law of 2002, defines the fundamental procedures and rules for the establishment, management and use of CF sites and establishes the role of the CF management committee, CF agreement and CF management plan [20,21]. For example, it states that each CF shall be led by a CF management committee, with the CF management committee’s members selected from CF members in an election attended by at least two-thirds of CF members [21]. The CF members, as cited in the sub-decree, are Cambodian citizens living within one or more villages, who share a common socio-economic interest and use the natural resources in the area. Each CF member can only become a member of one CF site [21]. Furthermore, the sub-decree specifies the authority of the Forestry Administration, as well as the duties and roles of CF members. Under the sub-decree, CF members have the following duties and roles: participating in the development and implementation of the CF agreement and CF management plan in compliance with official guidelines; participating in conserving, protecting and planting the forest; and following the instructions of the Forestry Administration [21]. In contrast, the Forestry Administration has the following duties and roles: demarcating the exact forest area for CF; making decisions that recognize, reject or terminate CF sites; reviewing, revising and approving CF agreement and CF management plan; developing official guidelines that are relevant to CF management; monitoring and evaluating CF processes; providing technical support; and enforcing the implementation of legislation, including the CF agreement and CF management plan [21].

In addition to other factors required for CF site establishment, such as the areal criteria and the assent of at least 60% of all households in each village, the 2006 CF Guideline provides more detailed content related to the establishment of the CF agreement and CF management plan. In particular, the descriptions related to the CF management plan are noteworthy in the context of this article, because they are regarded as the most time-consuming and costly part, as specifically clarified in a later section. The CF management plan characteristics are based on the scientific forestry method, which consists of a disciplined block division, forest inventory and harvesting plan [22]. For example, if CF sites are 1000–1500 ha; they need to consist of 40–60 and 60–90 sample plots, each as large as 50 × 100 m, for deciduous and evergreen or semi-evergreen forest, respectively [22]. Timber is identified and counted by distinguishing three and five classes in terms of girth and species, together with the identification and counting of seedlings, coppices and non-timber forest products in smaller sample plots [22]. From the results obtained, precise harvesting plans need to be established that target the valid period of each CF management plan.
Table 1 shows the 12 steps in the current Cambodian CF system, which incorporate most of the above procedures and operations. We briefly explain some of the important steps here. Step 0 is the identification and approval by the administration of the area to be used for CF. Step 3 is the formation of the CF management committee (CFMC). Step 7 is the conclusion of a CF agreement (CFA) between the CF management committee (CFMC) and the local Forestry Administration. Step 8 is the preparation of the CF management plan (CFMP), which is drafted by the CF management committee (CFMC) or local NGO in most cases, and the approval of the CF management plan (CFMP) by the central Forestry Administration. Step 9 is the enterprise and livelihood development for the community. Step 10 is the implementation of the CF management plan (CFMP), and finally, Step 11 is monitoring and evaluation undertaken by the Forestry Administration to determine whether the CF management committee (CFMC) complies with the CF agreement (CFA) and the CF management plan (CFMP) [18]. Additionally, multiple sub-steps exist within the CF management planning and inventory process (i.e., Step 8).

### Table 1. The steps involved in formalizing a community forestry (CF) site in Cambodia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 0: CF area identification and approval</th>
<th>Step 1: CF formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 2: Information gathering</td>
<td>Step 3: Establishment of CFMC structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4: Development of CFMC internal rules</td>
<td>Step 5: Demarcation of boundaries and mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6: Preparation of CF regulations</td>
<td>Step 7: Preparation and approval of CFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 8: CF management planning and inventory</td>
<td>Step 9: Enterprise/livelihood development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 10: CFMP implementation</td>
<td>Step 11: Monitoring and evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Blomley et al. [18]; Kingdom of Cambodia [16]; Poffenberger and Long [23].

### 3.2. Introductory Process and Formative Background

The current Cambodian CF system is considered “rigid and complex” [15–17]. Why or how has this “rigid and complex” CF system, particularly represented by the sub-decree of 2003 and the 2006 CF Guideline, arisen? Primarily, we note the existence of two interacting factors during the introductory and subsequent periods. The first stems from the bureaucratic and systematic behavior of the Cambodian government and international assistance aid organizations, and the second arises from the dual character of the current Cambodian CF system and the previous policy environment, which affected land uses within the Permanent Forest Estate. The first interaction occurred when the introduction of the CF system proceeded within a series of reforms across the entire Cambodian forestry sector. We consider that this introductory process resulted in background conditions that structurally discouraged some stakeholders, including international aid organizations, from insisting on a “simple” or “minimum” structure for the Cambodian CF system. In the second interaction, an important point was that the establishment of a CF system actually stabilized the site for communal resource management to some extent, even if the CF system required communities to undertake much additional work. Here, we further explain each interaction.

Although Cambodia once had a stable commercial logging system until the 1970s [24], the continual political turmoil ensured that vast areas of forest remained unharvested for long periods. A logging concession system throughout the country occurred after the provisional rule of the United Nations at the beginning of the 1990s. However, the system, which was based on the investment agreements and forest timber licenses not referring to any law [25], soon came to be regarded by international societies as unsustainable [25,26]. Thus, the Cambodian logging concession system was targeted for reform by
the Cambodian government and international stakeholders, particularly the Asian Development Bank, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, in the late 1990s (see [25–30]). In addition to logging concessions, some other forestry sub-categories, including CF management, had been examined together since then (see [25,31,32]). The design process for CF management that was integrated into the entire forestry sector reform program led to the development of the particular CF system that was established.

The Cambodian forestry sector reform, which consisted of multiple sub-categories, was a national-scale program in which the sovereign state had ultimate responsibility, but which was sponsored by the Asian Development Bank, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. The Forestry Administration, a competent bureaucratic organization under the control of the Cambodian government, got involved in a series of operational processes, with a timeline for the program set by agreement between the administration and international stakeholders. In general, the bureaucratic organization handling natural resource management takes charge of duties and roles according to the specific regulations and enforces those regulations. Therefore, it was highly likely that the Cambodian Forestry Administration, a bureaucratic organization, stuck to the regulatory drafts in forms that are not “simple” and “minimum” (see [33]), even if the target for the duties and roles was CF.

By contrast, an overseas expert, i.e., a legal advisor from an NGO working on the Cambodian CF program, pointed out that a specific provision within a draft of the 2006 CF Guideline (namely, the provision regarding the Environmental and Social Assessment required for each CF management plan) was problematic because of its “seemingly unnecessary bureaucratic requirements” [34]. However, the claim was not intended to hide the radical principles of the entire Cambodian CF system so that the alternative CF system had “simple” and “minimum” regulations. This expert’s response, neither claiming the need for conversion in principle nor blocking the entire reform process, was likely reasonable, given the approach and timeline of the series of reform programs operated by the Cambodian government and international societies (see [32]).

The dual character of the current Cambodian CF system in the second interaction specifically indicated that the system called on communities to recognize many procedures and to undertake work, while also helping them to secure their CF sites to some extent. Some international stakeholders initially attached much more importance to the latter than to the former aspect of the Cambodian CF system under the emergent policy environment of that time. One such body was the Center for People and Forests (RECOFTC), a key assistance body for the Cambodian CF since the mid-2000s. In addition, some experts considered that the guidelines, unlike a law, could be altered relatively easily if problems arose at a later stage [34]. This institutional context and the recognition of stakeholders likely had an effect on the evolution of the 2006 CF Guideline.

For example, the RECOFTC often stated that the characteristics of the current Cambodian CF system were “rigid and complex” [15,17,35] and referred to the need for revision [17,36]. Meanwhile, the organization has continued to support the site designation process under the same CF system [37,38]. Why has the body behaved like this, despite its recognition of the problem with the current Cambodian CF system? A possible explanation is that the organization prioritizes CF site establishment in the early stages, as stated above. There may be an underlying cause for this, although it may also be influenced by the responses of some other international stakeholders. The underlying cause is that some policy circumstances relevant to the Permanent Forest Reserve, particularly the activation of the controversial
Economic Land Concession (ELC) policy for large-scale land developers (see [30,39–41]), heightened the need to initially ensure the CF sites (see [36,37]), as well as the scheduled international assistance aid programs for Cambodian CF (see [42]).

Many of the envisioned domains for the ELCs, whose selection process was often criticized for lacking transparency [39–41,43–46], overlapped the areas where logging concessions had been previously granted [47], even in locations where zoning was required to alter the land from state public property to state private property. Such areas were expected to be used as CF sites [34,48]. The Forestry Law of 2002 guaranteed customary user rights to community members living within or near the Permanent Forest Reserve [19], which was a sub-category of state public property, as already explained. Thus, there were no legal restrictions on daily forest use for subsistence purposes by community members, irrespective of the CF site designation, as long as the area was zoned as Permanent Forest Reserve. However, the conversion to an ELC site, during which the remaining natural forests were clear-cut and a monoculture was planted, meant that these rights of usage for the community virtually disappeared, as did the rights of CF site establishment. Given the competitive relationship with these ELC sites, it was important to rapidly legitimize CF sites and then to secure CF tenures.

3.3. Estimating the Cost and Time for the Establishment of Each Site, Planning the Whole Program and Designating the Actual Site

A cost and time estimation based on information from the Forestry Administration indicated that 15,000–18,000 USD and 100–135 days would be required for the CF management planning and inventory per site, which corresponded to one of twelve CF establishment steps [18]. The GDP (gross domestic product) per capita of Cambodia was 782 USD in 2010 (current price) [49]. In addition, the same report indicates that 47,000–54,900 USD and 305–390 days per site would be required to implement 8–10, save Step 9 (enterprise and livelihood development), of the 12 steps, which are shown in Table 1, although this varied from site to site [18].

The National Forest Program (NFP), which has comprehensively prescribed Cambodian forest policy for the period of 2010–2029 after negotiations with international stakeholders, considers CF to be one of six important implementation programs [16]. With regards to CF, the NFP recognizes a variety of issues from programmatic risks to development support methods, the introductory background, regulatory framework and expected results, although only a brief description of each of these subjects is given. The NFP claims that 18 million USD will be required in the first decade to achieve the goal of finally creating two million ha of CF sites (the total land area of Cambodia is 17.6 million ha), with six million USD over the first five years as the estimated contribution from international aid donors. This suggests that the Cambodian government currently intends to actively implement CF policy with the support of international societies, but official measures started only relatively recently, compared to other developing countries.

The latest CF statistics (issued in June 2013), six and half years after the publication of the 2006 CF Guideline, revealed that the status of CF development in the whole of Cambodia was as follows: 457 sites (0.4 million ha) had been examined for CF management; 345 (almost 0.31 million ha) of the 457 were approved by the administration; and 253 (almost 0.21 million ha) of the 345 finalized a CF agreement [50]. In addition, only one of the 253 sites received approval from the central Forestry
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Administration for a submitted CF management plan [17]. On the conclusion of a CF agreement, the CF management committee is granted the exclusive management rights over an extendable 15-year period for the subsistence utilization of community members and neighbors, although the rights for non-timber forest products can be sold at any time. In contrast, the CF management committee can start commercial utilization with the permission of the CF management plan, especially for timber, any time within the valid period of the CF agreement, with the exception of the first five years [22].


Kampong Thom (KT) Province is located in central Cambodia, which is where CF policy has been implemented most actively (Figure 1). Sandan (SD) District at the eastern extremity of the province has a greater number of and the largest CF sites in the province. The district experienced political turmoil throughout the 1970s and 1980s, including battles between armed forces of the Khmer Rouge and successive governments, in addition to periodically being controlled by such regimes. Thus, the increase in population and the development of land exploitation was limited until the early 1990s. The characteristics of a small population, with a vast thick forest, did not generate the necessity and incentives for communities to create specific styles of endogenous forest management systems, such as CF. Our research has indicated that there was no attempt at CF management in the area until around 2000.

A tense situation that developed between local villagers and a logging concession company acted as the trigger for the introduction of CF management. Tensions arose because a subcontractor harvested trees used by the villagers for resin collection without prior consent. With the aid of local and international non-governmental organizations (NGOs), some villagers later travelled to the national capital to protest against the injustice of logging concession practices. A process of forestry management reform was initiated among the various stakeholders, with the protests connected by international and local NGOs to the evolution of logging concession reform and the introduction of CF. The logging company and the Forestry Administration agreed to establish some CF sites within the concession area. An international NGO based in Great Britain and the United States provided the funding, and some local NGOs helped communities to establish CF sites, although the process had to be later repeated due to the newly published 2006 CF Guideline. Of the CF sites that remain, approximately half were established in the early 2000s via the evolutionary process described above, while the rest were developed after the 2006 CF Guideline was established.

Table 2 shows the details of the 31 CF sites situated in Sandan District in September 2014, including two important factors related to the questions raised in this study. After almost eight years had passed since the publication of the 2006 CF Guideline, half of the sites had reached the phase of CF management planning and inventory (i.e., Step 8). Twelve sites in the remaining half were still at Step 0; i.e., identification of the CF area and approval by the administration. Many CF sites, even if they were in Step 8, required a certain length of time until they received a CF management plan from the Forestry Administration, because Step 8 was the most expensive and time consuming of the various steps. Most of the sites that had reached Step 8 were still in Sub-step 5, which meant that each site was in the middle of implementing a complex forest inventory and drafting a harvest plan. This involved an elaborate field
survey and the estimation of forest resources. Therefore, each site needed to go through three more sub-steps, including an in-depth check of the CF management plan by the Forestry Administration.

### Table 2. Details of the community forestry (CF) sites in Sandan District (September 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>CF Name (pseudo)</th>
<th>Month/Year</th>
<th>Implementing Organization</th>
<th>Fund Source</th>
<th>CFMP Steps (1→8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DPCS</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PNT</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PKOK</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PHC</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU-USAID</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>OBL</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU-USAID</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PKOT</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>AFD</td>
<td>EU-OGB</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PKT</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>AFD</td>
<td>EU-OGB</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>PPR</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU-USAID</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU-USAID</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>OKN</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ODS</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU-USAID</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>POT</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>PKS</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>KP</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>POL</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>POP</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU-USAID</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>POR</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU-USAID</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>PKDT</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>KC</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>PK</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>KK</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Svy</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>AP</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>KR</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Krg</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>BR</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Chk</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>SFB</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Chr</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>SFB</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source and notes: this table was compiled by the authors from the data file and information obtained at the Kampong Thom provincial office of the Forestry Administration. CF names have been given pseudonyms to prevent our article from giving direct disbenefits to local villagers. Each abbreviation means the following: MB (the Mlup Baitong); AFD (the Action for Development); SFB (the Supporting Forests and Biodiversity Project); EU (the European Union); USAID (the United States Agency for International Development); OGB (the Oxfam Great Britain) and CFMP (Community Forestry Management Plan).
In addition to clarifying the time period required to establish the rigid and complex processes involved in the Cambodian CF system, another important aspect of this study was to determine which organizations would support such a costly and time-consuming procedure. Organizing and funding the various processes required were far beyond the means of most communities. In the district, two local NGOs, the Mlup Baitong (MB) and the Action for Development (AFD), and an international program, the Supporting Forests and Biodiversity Project (SFB), supported the local communities in undertaking the complex procedures involved. The European Union (EU) and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) provided funding for the cost-consuming processes. USAID even promised funding for many places where the administration had not yet formally approved CF sites. In addition, the Center for People and Forests (RECOFTC) supported communications among the Forestry Administration, local NGOs, international NGOs and donor organizations to facilitate the realization of the Cambodian CF system, by placing staff in the provincial and central Forestry Administration offices.

5. The Current Situation Regarding the Use of Cambodian Uplands and Concerns for Community Forestry Development: A Case Study of Sandan District, Kampong Thom Province

Although logging concessions and subsequently Economic Land Concessions (ELCs) have extensively covered the Cambodian upland areas since the mid-1990s, a separate type of land use rapidly expanded over such areas after the early 2000s; i.e., commercial crop cultivation by small-scale farmers and comparatively large-scale farmers without ELCs. The Sandan District is typical of this trend, with extensive cultivation by small-scale farmers [51]. The district is one of the fastest growing centers of small-scale farming, especially for cassava production, in Cambodia today [52,53].

In the mid-1990s when the security situation stabilized, the government granted logging concessions to some companies. The companies subsequently developed roads to transport timber. After the cancellation or postponement of logging operations in the early 2000s, many households and individuals voluntarily immigrated using the roads, which resulted in a considerable increase in the population of the district, particularly the upper areas. Between 1998 and 2008, when official population censuses were conducted nationwide, while the population growth of Kampong Thom Province was 10.9%, but there was a 28.8% increase in Sandan District (from 38,574 up to 49,689) [54,55]. Furthermore, in the three upland communes where two-thirds of CF sites in the district are currently located, the population growth was 112.6% (from 6997 up to 14,880) [54,55]. Figure 2 shows the remarkable increase in commercial crop cultivation in the area of these upland communes. The figure shows the cultivated area of the three major crops in Sandan (SD) District (i.e., wet rice, upland rice and cassava) during 2006–2012. The full and dotted lines show the changes in each crop in the whole district and the three upland communes, respectively. It can be seen that recently, a large expansion of cassava cultivation has occurred within, and around, the upland communes.

The important point in the context of this study is that these changes have occurred in upland areas in similar locations to most of the CF sites, in which the complex and time-consuming processes described earlier have been ongoing. Because of the locational and temporal synchronicity between commercial crop cultivation and CF site development, a competition stemming from the different needs has emerged as a potential concern, although both land use requirements originate from the same local farmers. It would be undesirable if the demand-and-supply balance for farmland becomes urgent due to
continued population increase and agricultural land expansion, because cultivation pressures would become more intense within CF sites, and finally, some sites would have to be made available for commercial crop production.

**Figure 2.** Changes in the cultivated area of three major crops in the study site (2006–2012).

Source and note: this figure was developed by the authors from the commune data file obtained at the Ministry of Planning, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

Figure 3 shows the recent influence of farmland expansion on CF sites, particularly for commercial crops, in upland areas within Sandan District. The yellow polygons with full lines indicate CF sites at the stage of the CF agreement being contracted between the community and the Forestry Administration. The yellow polygons with longer dotted lines show the CF sites approved by the Forestry Administration without a contract, while the yellow polygons with shorter dotted lines indicate nominated CF sites without both approval and a contract with the Forestry Administration. The background satellite imagery is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) generated from Landsat imagery taken on 12 January 2009 and 14 January 2014. In Cambodia, January is the middle of the dry season. These two images show the dramatic deforestation in the upland areas during the five-year period due to farmland expansion, mainly for commercial crops. The darker areas indicate natural evergreen forest, arboricultural crop plantation (mainly rubber) and fruit or cashew nuts orchards. The brighter areas are harvested paddy fields, water bodies, such as rivers or swamps, or bare land before planting or after harvesting of crops. The grey-colored areas are deciduous forests, upland crop fields typically for cassava cultivation or grasslands.
Figure 3. Recent changes in land cover and community forestry (CF) site status in Sandan District, Kampong Thom Province. Source: NDVI of (A) Landsat 5 TM taken on 14 January 2009 and (B) Landsat 7 taken on 11 January 2014. CF statuses for (A, B) were available from the Kampong Thom provincial office of the Forestry Administration and are based on the periods of June 2010 and September 2014, respectively.

On the basis of this figure and our field surveys during 2013–2014, we can summarize the recent situation regarding the prevailing upland use and CF site within the district as follows. Forest vegetation has been preserved in many CF sites without change, but deforestation and the expansion of arable land has occurred in some CF sites. Many preserved CF sites are located in the eastern and northern area around the upland central town of Sandan District (a concentrated area of upland communes shown in Figure 3), particularly in the buffer-like area between agricultural land and natural forest near a planned protected forest zone. Many deforested and cultivated CF sites are located in the southwestern and northwestern areas around the upland central town, which is an area with broader arable land expansion than the eastern and northern area.

Figures 4 and 5 show CF sites that are typical of the two situations discussed. Within each red circle is a zone with a radius of ten km from the center points of two adjacent CF sites. Both figures suggest that temporal differences have occurred, with the multidirectional movement of agricultural cultivation around each CF site. Figure 5B shows the situation when agricultural cultivation has moved into the area, although it includes some deciduous forest. Figures 4B and 5A show the situation when agricultural cultivation arrives in each area. In the two CF sites in Figure 5, CF agreements were signed between the Forestry Administration and CF management committees in November 2009. From Figures 2 and 5A, it can be seen that forest was present within the CF sites at the time when the CF agreements were signed. However, five years later, cassava production by small-scale farmers and some rubber plantations were located within both CF sites, as indicated by Figure 5B. Our field survey confirmed this in January 2014.
Figure 4. Recent changes in land cover and community forestry (CF) site status in an area with little deforestation within CF sites. Source: NDVI of (A) Landsat 5 TM taken on 14 January 2009 and (B) Landsat 7 taken on 11 January 2014. CF statuses for (A, B) were available from the Kampong Thom provincial office of the Forestry Administration and are based on the periods of June 2010 and September 2014, respectively.

Figure 5. Recent changes in land cover and community forestry (CF) site status in a heavily-deforested area within and around CF sites. Source: NDVI of (A) Landsat 5 TM taken on 14 January 2009 and (B) Landsat 7 taken on 11 January 2014. CF statuses for (A, B) were available from the Kampong Thom provincial office of the Forestry Administration are based on the periods of June 2010 and September 2014, respectively.

This suggests that the signed agreements do not necessarily secure the CF sites against the development of arable land expansion around the regions, and such situations are likely to arise in other local CF sites.
according to the local population and land use dynamics, although forest vegetation currently exists within the CF site. Furthermore, commercial timber harvesting (e.g., as the CF sites in Figure 4 may experience approximately a decade after approval of the CF management plan draft from the Forestry Administration) could be a catalyst to incentivize agricultural land cultivation within the CF sites.

6. Discussion

As indicated by the latest statistics [50], more community forestry (CF) sites in Cambodia are currently located in upland areas than in lowland areas. In many parts of these Cambodian upland areas, collective forest management, such as CF, is likely to be a relatively new scheme, as was the case in the example of Sandan District, Kampong Thom Province, in this study. Moreover, at the same time, as these new forest management schemes have been introduced and carried forward, some unprecedented changes have occurred in the upland areas, e.g., a rapid increase in population and a large expansion of commercial crop cultivation. In the final part of this article, we consider the impending problems relevant to the current Cambodian CF system and the means by which those problems might be practically resolved, with the assumption that new experimental trials under the rigid and heavily-regulated existing system are likely to produce many inadequate CF sites in the future, given the expansion of agricultural land and the movement of local residents into upland areas. To consider these practical issues here, we attempted to determine what stakeholders needed and how this has led to the introduction and operation of such a rigid CF system, as clarified in the third chapter.

In addition to the nature of bureaucracy, which some have indicated using cases in other developing counties, the important factors that enabled the rigid and heavily-regulated CF system to be introduced and upheld in Cambodia were associated with the responses and roles of international societies, national and international non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and other organizations. These external bodies have directly or indirectly been engaged in the development of the current Cambodian CF system. Without the engagement of such external bodies, the CF system could not have operated. What structures and underlying causes have encouraged these external bodies to give their approval to the CF system and subsequently to deliver various levels of support, particularly funding? We pointed to the structure of the interplay that the Cambodian administration and international societies bred. In addition, we acknowledged the trade-off situation that existed in the mid-2000s between CF and Economic Land Concession (ELC) sites when logging concessions were cancelled or postponed. The situation heightened the need to rapidly introduce the official CF guideline and to secure CF sites for local communities. Then, once scheduled and enacted, the CF system became a vehicle for international assistance aid and an important tool for driving the National Forest Program (NFP). Through such a process of development, the Cambodian CF system has received more funding support from large donor organizations (e.g., the European Union and United States Agency for International Development) to implement the time- and cost-consuming process than before the rigid CF system was introduced.

As repeatedly mentioned, the current Cambodian CF system was established through the proclamation and enforcement of the 2006 CF Guideline. Although more than eight years have subsequently passed, no major conflict between communities and the Forestry Administration over the CF sites has been reported. Has the rigid and heavily-regulated CF system operated successfully with the changing land uses in the Cambodian uplands? We believe that the likely conflicts have not yet emerged due to the
Backlogs in implementation of CF agreement cancellations by the administration or in the CF management plans, which are still being prepared and are therefore not yet fully operational. For example, we estimate that the two CF cases shown in Figures 4 and 5 are typical examples in which confrontations have been evaded due to the above two types of backlog, respectively. Within the CF site shown in Figure 5, a great deal of arable land is being used for commercial crop cultivation, despite the agreement between the CF management committee and the Forestry Administration to utilize it as a CF site. At the CF site shown in Figure 4, it is likely that the impending extensive commercial timber harvest will encourage some local farmers to cultivate land within the area.

In both of these situations, confrontations are likely once the administration begins to accuse some local farmers of undertaking illegal cultivation or does to deprive communities of CF management rights in accordance with the regulations after sites have been inspected and evaluated. Penalties for illegal farming and punishments for communities that violate the CF contracts are essential to maintain the CF sites and systems. If no countermeasures are taken, illegal cultivators will be encouraged, and irresponsible communities may directly or indirectly promote arable land expansion for commercial crop cultivation within the areas designated for CF. However, the actual implementation of such control processes will inevitably create conflicts between the administration and local residents.

The successful implementation of the experimental operation, i.e., the attempt at collective CF management based on the rigid and heavily-regulated CF system, would be a great achievement for sustainable forest management in developing countries such as Cambodia. Nevertheless, the high regulatory burden and the environmental conditions surrounding each CF site are likely to produce many unfavorable experimental results. Two possible practices to address the likely situation could be considered: a complete about-face to adopt a new policy, such as “simpler management plans” and “minimum standards”, or complementary and remedial support for the current CF system based on a selective and intensive policy strategy. Here, we consider the practical desirability of the latter option. There are two reasons for considering this option. First, little time is available for experiments based on the new methods because of the extensive commercial crop cultivation that is expanding over the upland area. Second, international societies, as well as the Cambodian administration, need to take responsibility for the continued costs of the experimental sites and methods that originated from their reception of the current CF system and various levels of subsequent support. Assistance aid organizations need to take particular note of having continued to support the current rigid CF system despite counterproposals, and do to fulfill their obligations to each taxpayer and to the local communities by providing possible practical options under the current CF system.

In addition to the effective implementation of embedded Step 9 (i.e., enterprise and livelihood development for community), a pressing, worthwhile and practical challenge for the current Cambodian CF system involves developing a transparent and strong network of CF management committees and investing substantial resources toward it. There are five reasons for this. First, particularly in Nepal, it is claimed that actively networked organizations can contribute more to robust CF management (see [56,57]). Second, no proper network of CF management committees and no motivation for such networking currently exists in Cambodia, with most existing support being focused on the widespread establishment of CF sites and the preparation of CF management plans, despite the existence of efforts to conduct another type of networking, namely networking among local and international non-governmental organizations (NGOs), the limited number of local CF management committee members, the administration
and overseas CF management committee groups (see [58–60]). Third, the National Forest Program, which represented the consensus between international stakeholders and the government concerning the Cambodian forest management strategy, installed the measure, although only quite briefly. The concept of “evolving into a self-managed federation” was advocated [16]. Fourth, the measure is reasonable for the Cambodian government and donor organizations in terms of the budget, because it can be executed by the rearrangement of allocated domains, such as by delaying the implementation of some difficult planned CF sites and then allocating the resources prepared for them. Fifth, the sound development of a CF management committee network is likely to be a useful way to more desirably and completely satisfy the three basic values that international societies consider necessary for CF management: poverty alleviation, empowerment of forest users and forest conservation [13], with a particular emphasis on the latter two values.

There is a high possibility that individual CF management committees would not discourage local farmers from undertaking commercial crop cultivation within CF sites located in areas where the population has increased. If the government then adopts a shotgun approach for inconvenient matters within many problematic CF sites, it could hinder the appropriate development of CF by reversing the cart and the horse. However, allowing the situation to continue without any mechanism for control might result in further cultivation. A network of CF management committees, perhaps in the form of a federation, could deal with illegal cultivators and irresponsible communities instead of, or in tandem with, the administration’s efforts to do so. Thus, the paradoxical situation concerning CF management presented in the Introduction would be prevented (as Fisher feared [8]); i.e., strengthened central bureaucratic power will lead to the disempowerment of forest users in return for forest conservation, although a phase may arise when the empowered CF management committee network will come into conflict with the administration over some CF policies.

7. Conclusions

This case study from Cambodia found that governments and some international organizations have played key roles in the introduction and maintenance of rigid, complex, expensive community forestry (CF) systems in developing countries, despite critiques of and counterproposals to such systems. Although the main problems stemming from CF systems have yet to be identified, at least in countries such as Cambodia, conflicts are likely to arise when administrations prosecute local farmers for existing illegal cultivation or deprive communities of CF management rights because of the lack of adequate management. If the governments and international organizations responsible for such situations address improving CF management systems, we believe that practical options should be adopted that attempt to balance the basic ideas that international societies value for CF management with the unfavorable realities of CF management that rural societies in developing countries face under the current global economy. When considering such a balance, supporting the development of networks for CF committees is a better policy option than the adoption of entirely new alternative systems.
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Abbreviation List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Community forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFA</td>
<td>Community forestry agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFMC</td>
<td>Community forestry management committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFMP</td>
<td>Community forestry management plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELC</td>
<td>Economic Land Concession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>Normalized Difference Vegetation Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFP</td>
<td>National Forest Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-governmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECOFTC</td>
<td>Center for People and Forests (the former name was Regional Community Forestry Training Center for Asia and the Pacific)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Sandan (district)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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